Understanding HIV Transmission and Illness Stigma: A Relationship Revisited in Rural Rwanda.
Integrating an understanding of HIV transmission with structural-behavioral prevention approaches remains a priority in low prevalence rural regions in Africa. Many national indicators use categorical survey responses which do not capture the cultural nuances of HIV transmission knowledge that potentially reify stigmatizing treatment of persons living with HIV (PL-HIV). We examined the relationship between quantitative and qualitative measures of HIV knowledge and four forms of stigma (individual attitudes, felt normative, social distance, and stigma perceived by PLHIV) among 200 rural residents in Rwanda. Forty-two percent qualitatively reported concurrent accurate and partial knowledge of HIV transmission. Being more knowledgeable about HIV transmission was associated with less desire for social distancing from PLHIV. Our findings highlight the continued importance of reinforcing an accurate understanding of HIV transmission and correcting misinformation by drawing on quantitative and qualitative assessments of HIV knowledge as critical arms of HIV stigma reduction programs in low prevalence rural regions.